Hero Arts June 2022 My Monthly Hero – Fish Shaker Cards

Technique: Die cutting/ink blending/Copic Coloring

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 45 minutes

STAMPS:
Hero Arts: June 2022 MMH

INKS:
Hero Arts Intense Black
Hero Arts Reactive Inks:
Taffy
Lemon Drop
Thistle
Pool Party

COPIC MARKERS:
Pink Fish: R21, RV13, YG03
Purple & Blue Fish: B01, B32, V12
Green & Blue Fish: Boo, B01, B32, YG03
Kelp: YG03, YG17, R22, Y15
Coral: R22, R21, Y15

ACCESSORIES:
Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
Blending Brushes
Misti
Score Pal Mini
¼” scor-tape
Foam Squares
Anti-Static pouch
Pixie Spray (for the stencil)

Hero arts Tide Stencil
Nesting Circle Infinity Dies
Silicone Bone Folder
Paper trimmer
Heat Tool
Detailed White Embossing Powder
Red Line Tape

cello bag or packaging 5-1/4 x 6-1/2"

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Dove White Cardstock

4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – card front
4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – fish, kelp, and coral

Scrap of black

sentiment

DIRECTIONS:

1. Spray the back of the Tide stencil with pixie spray before laying it over the card front.
2. Starting from the bottom use blending brushes to add the Hero Hues Ink: Pool Party, Thistle, Taffy, and Lemon Drop. The stencil is very delicate so brush gently.
3. Remove the stencil and add a bit more ink to each color to dull down the bright white background.
   **TIP** – for the Blue Card, I used the same colors, but the card front is a 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 piece of Hero Arts MIST colored card stock.

4. Next, use the Misti to stamp the fish, kelp, and coral in Intense Black Ink.
5. When the ink is dry, color the images with Copic Markers.
6. Use the coordinating dies to cut out the art pieces.

**TO CREATE THE EDGE to Edge SHAKER CARD:**

7. Cut a piece of cello (clear packaging) 5-1/4 x 6-1/2”
8. Add red line tape around three sides.
9. Remove the protective backing, place the card front face down on the cello and fold the edges over to secure on the back.
10. Sprinkle about a tablespoon of the Seashore Sequins into the shaker and then add red line tape to the final side, fold it over to the back and secure.
11. The shaker should now be sealed, and the sequins should move around when you shake it.
12. Use Scor Tape to attach it to the top folding A2 white card base.
13. White heat emboss a sentiment from the stamp set onto a scrap of black card stock and cut out with the circle dies.
14. Use foam squares to attach all the art pieces to the card front.
   **TIP** I used white glue for the kelp and coral and glued them directly to the cello front.
15. Add pearls for the bubbles. (Pearls are included in this month’s kit).

Happy Stamping

Visit my blog for a list of supplies used for these cards.